
Physical Education 
In 2S, children will explore ‘Dance’ and will begin to refine ways to control 
their bodies using music.   In 2O, children will focus on ‘Send and Return.’ 
Children will begin to hit and return a ball using hands and racquets with 

some consistency.  Moreover, children will be able to track the path of a ball 
over a net and move towards it.  

At home children can practise their dancing skill as well as their throwing 

skills.  

 
 

Geography  
In Geography children will be exploring the impact the climate 

has on minibeasts. Moreover, children will explore zoos around 

the world and draw explain how they are different and why. 

At home children can research local zoos.    

 

 

 

Computing 
Our topic this term is ‘We are zoologists’. Children will go on a 
bug hunt, and record what they have identified. Children will 
have to organise the data they have collected in a graph, and 
interpret the graph to answer questions about their findings.  

 At home children can explore Microsoft Excel.  

Science 

We are learning all about ‘Living Things and Their Habitats’. 
Children will learn about a variety of habitats and the animals that 
live there. Moreover, children will explore the difference between 

things that are living, dead and alive.   
 At home children can research a range of habitats.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

 

  

                                
Creative Curriculum  

Class Book - ‘A Bugs Life’  

Our curriculum this half term will be focusing on minibeasts and children will begin to 

explore fiction and non-fiction books.  Children will begin to write a leaflet based on their 

trip the Natural History Museum.  
At home ensure that your child knows all of their high frequency words, also ensure 

that you read lots of fiction and non-fiction books. 
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What your child is learning this half term 

Spring Term 1 & 2: Wriggle and Crawl   

@adderleyschool 

Key Events 
Parents Reading and SATs Workshops 

Visit to National History Museum, London 
(Dates to be confirmed) 

www.adderleyprimary.co.uk 

 

Homework 
Children are given online weekly tasks to complete via Purple Mash 

which includes Maths, Reading and English. Homework is set on 

Thursday and should be completed by the following Tuesday. Those that 

have no access to a device will be given weekly homework in their 

homework book. ILP will be given as half-termly tasks where children 

will lead their own learning by completing a homework projects linked 

to the ILP topic. Home reader books are changed weekly, please ensure 

your child writes two comments a week in their home planner.  

 

RMSE 

In RMSE children will be exploring Islam and will understand the 

importance of praying. Children will be able to explain what 

commitment means to Muslims and understand how praying 5 times a 

day helps a Muslim with their everyday life.  

At home you can research the importance of praying.  

 PSHEC 
Children will begin the term exploring the role of adults and will begin to 

identify how adults have a duty of care. Furthermore, children will 
understand the importance of hygiene and why it is important to stay 

clean. 
At home discuss the importance of staying clean.  

Music 
Children will begin to practise a song by Joanna Mangona called ‘I Wanna Play In 
A Band.’ Children will listen and appraise other styles of music and continue to 

embed the interrelated dimensions of music through games, singing and playing 
At home encourage your children to research different types of instruments.   

 

Art and DT 

In Art and DT children will begin to look at drawing by Joe 

MacGown and will create a graphite drawing from an insect 

reference photo. Additionally, children will explore the 

origins and taste of honey. 

At home children can research about Joe MacGown  

 

Maths 

This term, in their number unit children will begin to look at Money. The 

children will then move onto Multiplication and Division.  The children will 

then apply their Mathematical knowledge to reasoning and problem-

solving activities.   
At home support your child with learning their times tables and 

completing their homework.  
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